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Abstract
Mobile Computing Environment (MCE) provides the facility to 
make the information and data available anytime and anywhere to 
its users by using mobile computing devices (i.e. laptops, Smart 
phones, notebook and tablets) with the help of wireless network. 
It provides flexible mode of communication to network users. 
Transmission between mobile computing devices and mobile 
network application occurs with the help of routing algorithms. 
Network routing plays a vital role to enhance the performance of 
Mobile computing. An efficient routing algorithm is needed to 
select transmission path to transmit data from one point to another 
point in Mobile computing environment. Routing algorithms 
support each other by exchanging services or information in 
mobile computing environment. This research demonstrate data 
transmission over the network to execute on available processing 
nodes with optimize transmission cost with the help of a cluster 
based routing algorithm from source to destination point. Presented 
algorithm is also tested in Matlab environment and shown better 
results over to past algorithms.
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I. Introduction
Data transmission in mobile computing environment between 
mobile computing devices occurs via wireless medium. In client 
server architecture client device is free to move about in the 
space while being connected to the server. This kind of freedom 
provides a flexibility allowing users to reach the data site and the 
processing site from anywhere. User can perform data management 
activities with the help of mobile devices such as Personal Digital 
Assistant (PDA), laptop, cell phones, etc. Although uninterrupted 
connectivity, data reliability and network security etc. are the 
main constraints in mobile computing environment but still due 
to continuous improvement in wireless technologies it is getting 
more popular and common in use day by day in real world. Mobile 
computing environment facilitate multiple users can connected to 
an application and work together at the same time. 
Business organization, government sectors and educational 
institutions are using MCE and getting benefitted of its features. 
Traditional network was use fixed wired connections that were 
having limitations in regards of locations. In wired network user 
was not location independent and bound to reach the location 
where network connected terminal is available to access network 
application. Mobile computing environment removes all such kind 
of constraints and provides hassle free network application access 
beyond the geographical boundaries anytime and anywhere due to 
the major improvement in wireless technologies, it provides the 
facility continuous network connectivity to users regardless of 
their location. Exchanging of data and information is also being 

the part of mobile computing among processors in form of data 
packets. Routing algorithm is responsible to perform this activity 
in MCE, in other words routing is a transmission process working 
in a distributed fashion for routing to optimize the performance 
of MCE.
Routing in a network is a mechanism of delivering data packets 
in a mobile computing environment so that it can be deliver to 
its specified destination point. Delivering data packets among 
mobile devices is a basic and primary activity of any mobile 
computing environment. An application in MCE is required 
data transmission for its execution to processing node in mobile 
computing environment through a transmission route decides by 
the routing algorithm. Routing algorithm becomes trickier when 
the more than one transmission paths are exists for a single data 
packet transmission in a mobile computing environment. Routing 
algorithm is responsible choose most appropriate transmission 
path to transmit data packets in mobile computing environment to 
improve performance. This research demonstrate the a clustered 
routing algorithm that decide a transmission path by selecting 
the most feasible transmission path for data packets in a mobile 
computing environment where the numbers of data packets ‘m’ are 
route on numbers of processors ‘n’ (where m>n). Routing algorithm 
present in this research finds a transmission path for application 
data packets to transmit at destination nodes which can satisfy 
transmission cost constraint, it means performance will measure 
in terms of transmission cost or i.e. minimize transmission cost.
This research considers data routing problem in Mobile Computing 
Environment, as per the discuss problem MCE users are accessing 
network application running in the same network environment. 
An application is communicate with processing nodes using data 
packets through transmission path choose by the routing tables, 
Routing table is determines by a routing algorithm to select optimize 
route for data routing. In a mobile computing environment multiple 
data paths are available to transmit a data packets, routing algorithm 
selects most feasible path to transmit data or i.e. where transmission 
cost can keep minimize for a data packet. Some of the routing 
algorithm have already been reported in the literature, such as 
Data processing and communication strategies [1], Optimization 
of parallel grid computing applications [2], TASK SCHEDULING 
[3-4], Task Allocation [5, 8], Routing Techniques [7, 9, 14, 17] 
Data Communication [6, 10], Distributed applications [9], data 
transmissions [11, 16, 20], data sharing [12], greedy routing in 
sensor networks [13], efficient job scheduling [15], Impact of 
background traffic on performance  [18], Router for the Multi-
channel Computer Systems [19], Controlling the mobility of 
multiple data transport [21], Routing in intermittently connected 
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks [22]. This research presents a routing 
algorithm by implementing a routing logic to minimize the cost 
of data transmission and it will also upgrade the performance of 
Mobile Computing Environment. Problem discuss in this is static 
in nature.
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II. Notation
p  processing nodes
d  data packet
n  Number of Processors
m  number of data packets
TCM  Transmission Cost Matrix
CCM  Cluster Cost Matrix

III. Objective
The main objective of this research is to develop a routing algorithm 
for data transmission to reduce transmission cost to transmit data 
packets from source to destination point in mobile computing 
environment. To optimize the performance of mobile computing 
environment an efficient routing algorithm is always required. In 
mobile computing environment applications data communicate 
between server and client application. In such scenario data 
packets are required to transmit by using a transmission path over 
mobile network. This research presents a routing algorithm for 
data transmission in communication network of Mobile computing 
to keep transmission cost as minimum as possible. The nature of 
routing in data transmission is static. Routing algorithm will also 
ensure the transmission of all data packets at destination point in 
efficient manner. In this research performance is measured in term 
of transmission cost of data packets.

IV. Technique
This research considers a scenario where a set P = {p1, p2, p3,………
pn} of ‘n’ processing nodes and a set D = {d1, d2, d3,………dm} 
of ‘m’ data packets which are required to transmit of processing 
nodes for their execution mobile computing environment. Each 
data packet has n numbers of transmission paths to transmit for 
its execution or each data packet has an option to transmit on any 
processing node as per its feasibility based on various attributes. 
Transmission cost are known for each data packets to every 
processing nodes in the mobile computing environment and it 
is stored in Transmission Cost Matrix (TCM) of order n * m. 
Communications between the data packets have also been taken 
into the consideration, it will be either 1 or 0, where 1 represent 
communication between the data packets while 0 represent no 
communication. That is given in communication matrix namely 
CM (,) of order m x m. Clusters for the data packets are formed 
for each data packet based on the communication and the number 
of data packet in cluster will be [m/n] in case m is even otherwise 
number of data packets will be [m+1/n] in a cluster. The used 
routing algorithm re-shuffle the set of clusters and get n number 
of ordered pair and none of the data packet will be repeated in a 
cluster. Minimum number of data packet in any cluster should 
be 1, remaining ordered pair may be ignored. Now n numbers 
of clusters are formed for n numbers of processing nodes. Data 
clusters will be arrange in Cluster Cost Matrix (CCM), the routing 
algorithm will calculate average column wise for each column and 
also initially set routing flag to false. Resulting values of average 
column wise is compared with CCM in vertical manner for each 
element and search for the minimum value (transmission cost) 
once it will find matching values then it will check routing flag 
and transmit the data cluster to destination point. The process is 
repeated until all data clusters are routed to their destinations node 
in Mobile computing environment.

V. Algorithm
1. Start Algorithm
2. Read the number of data packets in m

3. Read the number of processing nodes in n
4. Store Data packets and Transmission cost into Matrix TCM 
(,) in order of m x n.
5. Store Communication Matrix (,) in order of m x m.
6. Based on Communication matrix formed tasks cluster having 
[m/n]or [m+1/n] numbers of tasks
7. Clubbing the values of Data packets present in Data cluster and 
derived a new Cluster Cost Matrix (CCM) and also set routing 
status as false for each cluster.
8. Calculate average () for each Column in vertical manner
9. While (All data clusters! = routed)
{
(i). Find minimum value in vertical manner for each processing 
node 
(ii). Check routed status
(iii). If routed status = false
(iv). Route the eligible data packet to available transmission path 
and set route status as TRUE.
(v). Else
(vi). search for next appropriate value
} 
10. State the results
11. End of algorithm

VI. Implementation
This research is describes mobile computing environment which 
consist a set P of 3 processing nodes {p1, p2, p3} with different 
processing capacity and a set D of 6 data packets {d1, d2, d3, d4, 
d5, d6}. Each data packets have multiple paths to transmit for their 
execution as mentioned in fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Data Transmission in Mobile Computing Environment

Transmission cost of each data packet to each processing node are 
known and mentioned in the Transmission Cost Matrix namely 
TCM [,] of order m x n as mentioned in Table 1.

Table 1: Transmission Cost Matrix

TCM [,]      =

p1 p2 p3

d1 4 5 3
d2 5 7 6
d3 7 8 5
d4 9 10 8
d5 8 6 7
d6 6 5 5
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Communication between data packets have taken into the 
consideration as well and shown in fig. 2. 

Fig. 2: Data Packet Communication Graph

Matrix representation of communication between data packets 
are mentioned in Communication Matrix namely CM [,] in order 
of m x m.

Table 2: Communication Matrix

CM (,)      =

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6

d1 0 0 0 1 0 1

d2
0 1 0 0 0

d3 0 1 1 0

d4 0 1 0

d5 0 1

d6
0

By considering communication matrix CM () as mentioned in 
Table 2 the following data packet clusters will form:
For data packet d1 : {(d1 * d4), (d1 * d6)}
For data packet d2 : {(d2 * d3)}
For data packet d3 : {(d3 * d4), (d3 * d5)}
For data packet d4 : {(d4 * d5)}
For data packet d5 : {(d5 * d6)}
For data packet d6  : –

From the above sets of clusters by neglecting repeated data packets 
or ordered pair, three final distinct data cluster would be considered 
(d1 * d4), (d2 * d3) & (d5 * d6) for further process:
Cluster Cl1 – {d1 * d4}
Cluster Cl2 – {d2 * d3}
Cluster Cl3 – {d5 * d6}

By considering the data cluster instead of single data packets will 
form another matrix called Cluster Cost Matrix CCM [,] from the 
TCM [,] these data clusters will also contain their routing flag, 
initially set to false as mentioned in Table 3.

Table 3: Cluster Cost Matrix

CTM ()      =

Clusters p1 p2 p3

Cl1{d1 * d4} 

routing=false
13 15 11

Cl2{ d2 * d3} 

routing =false
12 15 11

Cl3{ d5 * d6} 

routing =false
14 11 12

Routing algorithm will calculate average for each column as 
mentioned in Table 4:

Table 4: Showing Average for Each Column

CTTM ()      =

Clusters p1 p2 p3

Cl1{d1 * d4} 

routing=false
13 15 11

Cl2{ d2 * d3} 

routing =false
12 15 11

Cl3{ d5 * d6} 

routing =false
14 11 12

Average 13 13 11
On computing average for each column, values will compare for 
each cell value in vertical manner and search for the minimum 
transmission cost, once that condition will match (i.e. avg>=pcost), 
with the routing flag is false for matched data cluster, the data 
cluster will gets deliver and routing flag will set to true to ensure 
that routing algorithm will not consider data cluster in the next 
step, else routing algorithm will search for next appropriate data 
cluster. By following the same routing process Cl2{d2 * d3} and 
Cl3{d5 * d6} data cluster will assign as mentioned in Table 5.

Table 5: Routing Table 
Processor Clusters Transmission Cost

p1 Cl2{ d2 * d3} 12

p2 Cl3{ d5 * d6} 11
As mentioned in Table 6, first data cluster (Cl1 {d1 * d4}) still 
remain gets unrouted:

Table 6: Shown Unrouted Data Cluster

CTM ()      =

Clusters p1 p2 p3

Cl1{d1 * d4} 

routing=false
13 15 11

Cl2{ d2 * d3} 

routing =true
12 15 11

Cl3{ d5 * d6} 

routing =true
14 11 12

Average 13 13 11

Although in third column first cell and second cell having 
minimum value and both are the same (11) both values also 
satisfying condition avg>=pcost, But the data cluster for second 
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row has already been delivered as mentioned in Table 6. Routing 
algorithm will consider for row number one’s value and finally 
data cluster (Cl1 {d1 * d4}) will be route to p3 processor and final 
data route is mentioned in Table 7. 

Table 7: Routing Table
Processor Data clusters Transmission Cost

p1 Cl2{ d2 * d3} 12

p2 Cl3{ d5 * d6} 11

p3 Cl1 {d1 * d4} 11

VII. Conclusion
This research introduce a cluster based routing algorithm that 
provides an optimal solution in a Mobile computing environment 
by minimizing transmission cost between data packets to each 
processing nodes with the proper utilization of available resources. 
This research considered m numbers of data packets which were 
needed to deliver n numbers of processing nodes where m is always 
greater than n (m>n) in mobile computing environment. By using 
data routing algorithm forms data cluster to make routing make 
simple and optimize in this presented research. The algorithm 
stated in pseudo code applied on several sets of input data and that 
verified the objective of get minimum transmission cost for given 
data packets is achieved. Here performance is measured in terms 
of transmission cost of the data packets that have been executed 
by the processing nodes of the mobile computing environment. 
The outcome of the given example as mentioned in Table 8:

Table 8: Resulting Routing Table of Given Example
Processor Data packets Transmission Cost

p1 Cl2{ d2 * d3} 12

p2 Cl3{ d5 * d6} 11

p3 Cl1 {d1 * d4} 11

Total transmission 
cost

34

Fig. 3 shows the data clusters delivered at destination processing 
nodes as mentioned in Table 8:

Fig. 3: Processing of Data Clusters on Various Nodes

Graphical representation of stated outcome of the given input as 
mentioned in Fig. 4:

Fig. 4: Shown Transmission Cost for Data Clusters

To test the feasibility of algorithm it was tested in MATLAB 
software by creating distributed environment as mentioned in fig. 
5. The presented algorithm is also compared with Algorithm [17], 
this model shown the better results as mentioned in Table 9.

Fig. 5: Developed Distributed Environment in MATLAB 

Table 9: Comparison results with Algorithm [17]
Transmission 
Cost

Elapsed Time 
(in seconds)

Present Algorithm 38 8.528686
Algorithm [17] 634 8.779589

Transmission cost and elapsed time comparison results are shown 
in fig. 6 and fig. 7 respectively.

Fig. 6: Transmission Cost Comparison Results
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Fig. 7: Elapsed Time Comparison Results
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